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2.1 Usability Review
Vertical Endeavors Website



Vertical Endeavors
Premier Indoor Rock Climbing Facility

The main goal is for the website to act as the face of the organization. 
Specifically geared to communicate to those who are yet to become a 
member. The site should also help answer common questions, Sales and 
important information (promotions, holiday hours, events)  should be front and 
center.


Build connection from website verbiage to in-gym signage as well as social media. Is the site effective at 
achieving the goals? Is the site intuitive for finding out information on becoming a member, cost, facilities, 
safety, how to.




Vertical Endeavors
Site Goals from Client

1. Communicate the basics of their climbing and wellness facilities and offerings 

2. Communicate the risk/benefits of climbing and other activities at the facility 

3. Communicate the “value” of a membership (including levels and benefits) 

4. Encourage and facilitate membership 

5. Support the booking of lessons, engagement in programs, and attendance at events. 

6. Answer common questions: (What should I wear climbing, what do I need to bring, take of all jewelry and tie 
your hair back) (What are the most common questions they receive) 



Vertical Endeavors
Usability Tasks

1. Understand the risks and benefits of climbing activities 

2. Understand the “value” of becoming a member 

3. Identify available classes and or/activities and the logistics associated with 
attending 

4. Register for a camp, class, or other activity 

5. Become a Member

Reviewed site with Jakob Nielsen's heuristics, and severity rankings

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jakob_Nielsen_(usability_consultant)


Vertical Endeavors
Usability Task 1 Understand the risks and benefits of climbing activities

• Consistency and standards were violated. No where on the website are the words “risk or 
benefit of climbing activities” communicated.


• I found the only area where this was well documented was the orientation video on you tube. 
That video should be highlighted sooner and reinforced on a page from navigation.


•  Visit Us has a “first time climbers” section which has information for beginners but its not 
communicating the benefits of climbing (Why do people climb?) What do you have access to?


• Minimalist Design, too many words to explain concepts and process. Need a stronger more 
direct visual language. 

Severity Rank : 3



The hierarchy of this page is very specific to one event, not indicative of the platform,


Helpful orientation video




Vertical Endeavors
Usability Task 2 Understand the “value” of becoming a member

• Poor Recognition and Recall is violated because I don’t think it is easy to recognize the value you are receiving from a full-
access membership. Each facility is unique( bias) and have you been climbing before? If you haven’t then it would be of little 
value to sign up. 


• Visibility of System Status: Homepage is not helpful at all for navigating through the goals outlined in the document. 


• The headlines focus on tasks like “Holiday Hours (Dead Link)


• Climbing Camps. (Child focused, what are demographics on who is using the facility most)


• Yoga (is important component of membership, but not climbing)


• Private Lessons (go with a member for free for the first time instead)


• Covid Information (which is probably relevant to be on the home page)”


• What is (EFT) within month-month membership, electronic funds transfer. For $74 what I am getting access to? Why would I 
sign up to join if I have never been to a facility. What do the facilities look like? Show me a tour

Severity Rank : 3



When viewing the about page, I feel like  you can get a better visual of how expansive the gym 
network is. This page has the best information


Membership Page


A nice graphic to break up content




Vertical Endeavors
Usability Task 3 Identify available classes and or/activities and the logistics associated with attending

• Ironically I feel like if this is the focus, then those have a strong visibility indicator with the large images. You 
get to three class options out of the 11 total opportunities 


• Navigation Feedback:  No language around “Classes or Activities” 

• What if that was one Navigation links, leading you to a site talking about the different options. We could 
utilize more pages to explain bigger concepts.


• Having the “classes separated as “Yoga & Fitness 2 Options)” , “Lessons (3 options)”, Programs (6 
Options), Events (1 Option) creates visual clutter.


• “Programs is the home page”. I feel like the FAQ layout actually gives out more valuable information. 

• Additional screens and format change when accessing the Yoga Calendar, Camp Schedule and Signing up 
for lessons.

Severity Rank : 2



A lot of classes within these areas




Vertical Endeavors
Usability Task 4 Register for a camp, class, or other activity

• The nice thing about signing up for a class was the change location feature 
once you entered the camp calendar screen (Positive User Control)


• New portal, see become a member

Severity Rank : 1



Finding Camps From Navigation Bar


Selecting Camp

3rd Party Platform has a lot of nice features




Vertical Endeavors
Usability Task 5 Become a Member

• Different portal feels more secure and user friendly. More simple with 
easy to read commands and messages. 


• Offers some flexibility within portal

Severity Rank : 1



Not enough talk of “value” to membership, lots of cost talk




Selecting Camp


Member Check out Process


Lots of steps to check 
through but it feels 
thorough and safe. 
Separate from the VE main 
site, can we connect the 
two systems better.




Evaluation Review
Hypotheses

If we highlighted the Orientation Video on the home page, then we could promote the risks 
and benefits of climbing earlier because a new user might have a lot of questions about VE


More Information on Benefits/Basics

If each gym location had a more virtual/visual experience then a new user could see how much 
value a membership is worth because at the moment its not visually being communicated fully. 

More Members

If we re-imagined the Classes/Activities dashboard then we could build a connection with the 
third party app because currently the other system isn’t designed but it functions better. 

More Activity with Members


